“GAMBLING: The Sure Way of Getting Nothing for Something.” Wilson Mizner
ADDICTIONS: Chemical and Behavioral
Presents an overview of the basic principles of addiction. Covers the traditional
addictions of drugs and alcohol as well as showing how gambling and certain eating
habits also represent addiction. #9803/1420 21 minutes 2004 $139.95 *SA

ADDICTIVE PERSONALITY (THE) *Clip on website
Does addiction have a genetic factor? Can any type of addiction be treated
medically? What steps can family members take to help a loved one struggling with
addiction? This program provides answers to several addiction-related questions,
focusing on the complexities of the addictive personality. Viewers will benefit from a
case study featuring a patient with a serious gambling addiction, and from a
genetics-oriented discussion inspired by two sisters with addictive personalities.
Expert commentary comes from Dr. Michael Fingerhood of Johns Hopkins University
Hospital, who works with alcohol and drug abusers, and Terrence Shulman, founder
of the Shulman Center for Shopping and Shoplifting Addiction Treatment.
#12173/0635 30 minutes 2007 $149.95 *CC

ALL BETS ARE OFF: Gambling Addiction *Clip on website
Some play for fun, some hope to win a few dollars, but what starts as a game often leads to a devastating addiction.
John Eades explains how he got hooked on gambling and the events that finally led to his recovery.
#12226/0203 30 minutes 2005 $149.95 *CC *SA

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL RELAPSE PREVENTION FOR ADDICTIONS
Dr. G. Alan Marlatt demonstrates his approach to working with clients dealing with addictions or compulsive habits such as
substance abuse, gambling, or sexual addiction. Cognitive-behavioral relapse prevention helps clients through the process of
relapse recovery by focusing on cognitive, behavioral, and lifestyle choices that might be changed or reinforced to help the client
prevent relapse. Central to this approach is the work of identifying relapse trigg ers and developing coping strategies. Dr. Marlatt
works with a 41-year-old woman (portrayed by an actress based on actual case material) who has been abusing alcohol for a
number of years and seeks help with quitting. #14567/0157 100 minutes 2006 $129.95 *CC

COMPULSIVE GAMBLING: Invisible Disease
Almost everyone gambles - a lottery ticket, a church raffle, or an office pool. But for some people gambling poses a real problem.
Who are these people and why does gambling dominate their lives to the exclusion of everything else - family, friends, career,
sometimes even personal health and safety? Viewers get some insights into the costs to them and to society as a whole for their
gambling. This video is particularly recommended for compulsive gambler support groups, psychologists, psychiatrists, and social
workers. #10988/0320 20 minutes 1992 $289.95

COMPULSIVE GAMBLING ADDICTION AND RECOVERY: A New Approach *Clip on website
This video series is for recovering compulsive gamblers, their family members, therapists, counselors, recovery center staff, and
administration. Features Helen Palmer and addiction and recovery counselors Renee Siegel and Rick Benson with NINE
EXEMPLARS that correspond to the treatment and recovery model known as the ENNEAGRAM. The Enneagram is a highly
sophisticated system of nine personality profiles that are meant to help us know ourselves and others "as we/they are to
themselves". Each type profile serves as a customized road map for on-going personal growth consistent with categories of modern
psychological typology. The nine types are as follows: 1 - The Perfectionist 2 - The Giver 3 - The Performer 4 - The Romantic 5 The Observer 6 - The Loyal Skeptic 7 - The Epicure 8 - The Protector 9 - The Mediator
DESCRIPTION AND BENEFITS
*Includes Helen’s extensive interviews with 9 well-spoken exemplars, each a recovering compulsive gambler working with their
own type structure. Those interviewed report the following benefits:
1.Experience of an individualized recovery program instead of the traditional "one size fits all" approach.
2. A stronger, more effective therapeutic alliance.
3. Improved family relationships, especially with those who know their type.
4. Effective type-specific strategies that prevent relapse.
5. A felt sense of self-healing and self-forgiveness.
#15502/0803 A 3 DVD set with a total run time of just over 5 hours 2012 $229.95 *SA
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COMPULSIVE GAMBLING AND RECOVERY
Provides a comprehensive analysis of the nature of gambling, the compulsive behavior patterns that
often develop and the treatment possibilities available. Compulsive gamblers and their relatives,
gambling counselors, psychologists, and psychiatrists help describe and reveal the complexity of the
illness. Also included is a 35-page Instructor's Guide (containing a complete timed transcript of the
video with additional information and topics for discussion, to enable instructors to cover all aspects of
compulsive gambling). #10963/0410 50 minutes $229.95 *SA

GAMBLING: It's Not About Money
A growing fraction of people who gamble will go on to develop a serious addiction. In such cases it has
destructive consequences for individuals, families, employers, and communities. This video examines
the growth of compulsive gambling and the problems caused to individuals and society as a whole. It
also explains the treatment options available with consideration of recovery success ratios, and how it
often becomes a "cross addiction" for alcohol and drug addicts. #1190/0795 36 minutes 2000 $169.95

GAMBLING (Seekers II)
This video is from the SEEKERS II Series for, by, and about aboriginal youth, their concerns, problems and
potential. The definition of "gambling" is the act of risking money, property or something of value in an
activity with an uncertain outcome. The key word is risk. If you risk something of value, you may be
gambling with your life or the life of others. If you go against what you feel is right, you may be gambling
with your morals. If you go against your parents or a partner or a friend, you may be gambling with their
trust. And if you put your money up in hopes of winning more, you may be gambling with your livelihood.
This program explores these different aspects in an attempt to answer why people take such risks.
#7762/0200 24 minutes 2003 $129.95 Grades 7 to 12 *SA (Complete series #7560 Thirteen programs $799.95

GAMBLING: It's a Losing Bet
Compulsive gambling affects more than one million young people between the ages of 12 and 18. School problems, suicide,
violence, broken families, and financial ruin are among the outcomes of this growing problem spotlighted in this realistic,
compelling series. Each of the three programs in this series uses a different setting and situation to deliver the message that
compulsive gambling is a problem that can, and must, be addressed.
SAFE BET: Recognizing the Problem
Mike, a high school student, faces the fact that he has a serious gambling problem after a "visit" from his uncle who committed
suicide because of his heavy gambling debts. The influence of a family history of gambling is explored.. 13 minutes
DONE DEAL: Choosing Not to Gamble
Viewers see Mike, after he has dropped out of college as the result of his participation in oncampus gambling. As he struggles to avoid becoming involved in betting again, his resolve is
strengthened by his external support network.
PLAY TO WIN: The Deadly Consequences of Gambling
The potential for gambling-related violence is the central focus of this program, as Keenan, a
young man, is threatened with a gun when he loses at a dice game and doesn't have enough
money to pay the winner. His teacher, whose grandson recently committed suicide because of
gambling debts, helps Keenan understand that playing to win in life is more important than
playing to win at gambling. 21 minutes
#9326/0235 Three Programs 2005 $289.95 *SA

COMPULSIVE GAMBLING: Signs and Symptoms *Clip on website
This title is designed to help spouses, relatives, friends and the individual who may have a problem,
recognize the signs of compulsive and problem gambling. Topics address behaviors effecting a
person's financial situation, work and home life, and gambling habits. Suggestions for dealing with the problem are also offered.
Time coded to allow for easy stop and start in a group setting. #10976/0410 28 minutes 2001 $229.95 *SA

PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLING
This program describes pathological gambling, a syndrome of out-of-control gambling which causes gamblers enormous financial,
legal, marital and other problems. Treatment strategies include financial planning, marital therapy and most importantly, cognitive
therapy that addresses the false beliefs shared by most problem gamblers. #11783/1420 18 minutes 2008 $139.95 *SA
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PROMISE ME: Parents with Addictions *Clip on website
Ann is forced to face the grim reality that her parents' addictions (alcoholism and gambling) are slowly destroying her family. Ann is
forced to face the truth about her alcoholic mother's denial of reality and her father's gambling problem when he gambles away her
college fund. She soon grows deeply depressed. Her brother and best friend sense something is wrong. Will they be able to avert a
potential tragedy...? #13821/0768 28 minutes 2010 $129.95 *SA

LOVING SOMEONE WITH AN ADDICTION *Clip on website
For those who live with an addiction, it is both heartbreaking and exhausting. Family members are torn between how to help the
addict and how to avoid supporting the addiction. Through interviews with experts and with families who have experienced the
addiction of a loved one, this video will offer hope-filled support in the form of practical information, advice from others who have
been there, and the power of shared experiences. Topics discussed include:
*Understanding addiction
*Addiction affects the whole family
*Grieving the loss of the person you once knew
*Pitfalls for families when dealing with addiction
*Feelings of guilt/shame/stigma
*Dealing with denial, fear, hopelessness and despair
*Detaching with love
*The importance of educating oneself about addiction
*Suggestions for recovery and where families can turn for help
#15587/1710 60 minutes 2013 $159.95 *SA

HOOKED: The Addiction Trap (for viewers ages 11 to 16)
*Three Clips on website
"A unique approach to addiction prevention for teens...it delivers the goods...without
preaching." Brad Bogue, Director, Justice System Assessment and Training, Boulder, CO
Kids today are being exposed to addictive substances and behaviors at younger and younger ages. Most won't get hooked, but
some will...and the negative habits they form in their early years can impact their lives in disastrous ways.
In this best selling program, young viewers are introduced to the dangers of getting hooked through an unflinching look at a variety
of addictions including substance abuse, gambling, internet pornography, and smoking. HOOKED: The Addiction Trap provides a
straightforward definition of addiction that covers both substances and behaviors and discusses the science of how addiction works
in the brain. Teenagers who missed out on years of growing up through their involvement with a wide range of addictions tell their
stories; in contrast, resilient youth who have found healthy ways of dealing with difficulties in their lives offer invaluable
encouragement and advice.
*Includes three 20-minute segments – UNDERSTANDING ADDICTION, THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADDICTION, and,
ALTERNATIVES TO ADDICTION - create a comprehensive exploration of the underlying reasons for addiction; the painful
consequences of getting hooked and the road to resilience for young people growing up in stressful times.
#13640/0395 Three programs on one DVD with Workbook 2000 $149.95 *SA

NO MORE BETS, PLEASE *Winner CINE GOLD EAGLE Award!
This straight-talking, empowering program offers essential information on how problem gambling
develops, its damaging impact on individuals and families, and how it can successfully be treated.
Through candid first-hand accounts from four recovering gamblers, along with illuminating
commentary from mental health experts, shows gamblers, their families, and therapists:
*How an alluring diversion becomes a shameful secret as problem gambling takes hold
*Common myths and misperceptions about gambling, and why "winning big" is so unlikely
*The benefits of individual and group therapy and self-help approaches
*Ways to overcome setbacks in recovery and make meaningful, lasting changes
#15611/0787 40 minutes 2003/2008 $129.95 *SA

THE OTHER GAMBLERS: Women and Older Gamblers *Clip on website
This video examines the reasons for the growing numbers of older gamblers and women gamblers.
From local bingo parlors to Nevada style casinos, the number of senior and women gamblers is growing every year. Interviews with
treatment professionals and recovering gamblers examine why this growth is happening. Also discussed is the addictive nature of
much of this behavior and what treatment and recovery possibilities are available to help people who want to stop.
#10977/0410 28 minutes 2001 $229.95 *SA
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PROBLEM GAMBLING *Clip on website
Dr. Nancy M. Petry discusses and illustrates her brief, cognitive-behavioral approach to treating clients with gambling problems.
Her manualized approach includes handouts and homework emphasizing self-monitoring and motivation to change. Dr. Petry
works with a 21-year-old man named Brian who gambles four to five times per week. He works delivering pizzas and makes good
tips, attends junior college, and plans to go to a 4-year college. He gambles on riverboat casinos, regularly plays poker with friends,
and also places bets with bookies. Dr. Petry illustrates the first of her eight-session program, demonstrating the start of the
treatment process. Brian is typical of a younger problem gambler who has begun to develop some substantial issues related to
gambling but, nevertheless, is in some degree of denial. Dr. Petry demonstrates how to integrate the cognitive-behavioral therapy
within this context and thereby highlights the adaptability of this approach for a variety of individuals with gambling problems.
#14588/0157 100 minutes 2006 $129.95

STRIKE DICE! Betting on My Father
*American Psychological Association Convention Festival, 2011
*Western Psychological Association Convention Festival, 2011
Addiction can break up families, and often does. STRIKE DICE is the story of a
daughter whose father left the family when she was young to pursue his
gambling addiction. As a grown woman, Natalie goes to Las Vegas in search
of her father, whom she finds homeless, gaunt, and unwashed, but still driven
by the desire to gamble. Despite her best efforts, he is initially unwilling to
acknowledge his addiction and accept the help he needs. The film chronicles
a daughter's struggle to get her father off the streets and back into society,
and to accept him for his flaws. It follows Natalie’s journey as she helps her
father find shelter and treatment to conquer his addiction, and illustrates the
progress they make toward repairing their relationship as father and
daughter. #15496/0605 57 minutes 2011 $329.95

USE, ABUSE AND ADDICTION *Clip on website
This comprehensive series by multi-award-winning producers of UPPERS, DOWNERS, ALL AROUNDERS addresses everything
from the history of drugs through to treatment and recovery including the physiology, neurochemistry and sociology of drugs and
compulsive behaviors . An ideal visual resource for educational, clinical and training applications.
DVD One
HISTORY - This segment explores the roll psychoactive drugs have played in the social economic and emotional development of
civilization. 14 minutes
PREVENTION - Prevention is a shared responsibility and the goals of the three recognized methods are explained. Age of first use
as an indicator of future problems is also explored. 19 minutes
TREATMENT - Treatment and recovery become a lifelong process for individuals willing to confront their addiction. This segment
deals with each aspect of the treatment continuum. 14 minutes
MENTAL HEALTH AND DRUGS - Co-occurring disorders are challenging for both the patient and their treatment provider. This film
focuses on simultaneous treatment using medications and individual/group therapy. 16 minutes
DVD Two
HEREDITY, ENVIRONMENT AND PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS - The combination of a person's genetic history and the external
pressures they experience at various times in their lives are key factors of addiction. 14 minutes
UPPERS - Stimulants, from cocaine to amphetamine to caffeine and nicotine, each class is examined in terms of mental and
emotional effects. 13 minutes
DOWNERS: Sedative Hypnotics - Prescribed to lessen pain and anxiety, these are effective when used as therapeutic adjuncts to
treatment, misuse leads to serious addiction. 18 minutes
ALCOHOL - Woven into the cultural and family traditions of most peoples, alcohol is the oldest and most widely used psychoactive
drug which can, if abused cause irreversible physiological damage. 17 minutes
ALL-AROUNDERS - This segment addresses the alphabet soup psychedelics like MDMA and LSD to the plant based substances like
mushrooms and marijuana. 20 minutes
OTHER DRUGS, OTHER ADDICTIONS - Addiction isn't limited to street drugs and alcohol, this segment deals with addictive
inhalant, steroid, gambling, eating and internet behaviors. 20 minutes
*Includes PDF reproducible worksheets for each program
#13155/0410 Ten programs on Two DVDs $289.95 2010 *CC
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